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The pandemic in Australia
Generally speaking - and in comparison to Germany - the Australian government has
been more consistent in introducing preventive measures against the pandemic and
communicating them more clearly (https://www.australia.gov.au/framework-
national-reopening). The individual states have sovereign rights to take local
conditions into account. Thus, not only are there considerable restrictions on entry
from abroad, but borders within Australia have also been closed - in some cases to
this day - even on a regional basis.

The sheer size of this continent makes a comparison with Germany difficult: In the
Northern Territory alone, only 250,000 people live in an area four times the size of
Germany, more than half of them in Darwin on the north coast. Germany is thus
>1,200 times more densely populated. For this state, the John Hopkins CRC currently
records a total of 64 infected persons and no deaths since the outbreak of the
pandemic. But even down under, of course, there is debate as to whether the
measures are overkill or, more importantly, have enabled the mild outcome.

Management in natural quarantine
As is well known, our mixed sandalwood forests are located in the tropical north of
Australia (see from page 12). In both the Northern Territory and Queensland, the
employees, some of them with their families, live directly next to the cultivated areas
and thus, for geographical reasons, in a natural quarantine.
They could and can carry out their forestry tasks (see from page 7) without
restriction. The trees are growing and thriving as usual. Only some special tasks of
external teams (such as tree pruning, pruning, and the annual inventory) have been
postponed due to travel restrictions. With our stands, no major pruning was
scheduled for this year anyway, and the inventory data will be statistical for now.

Impact of the pandemic
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Harvest without restrictions
This year's harvest took place at the Kununurra site (in the northeast of Western Australia) and
was completed without any significant restrictions, with a slight delay in November. More on
this starting on page 18.

Distillation & production on pause
About half of the harvest is processed into sandalwood oil by steam distillation. The trimmed
logs are shipped to the Mount Romance distillation plant in Albany on the southeast coast of
Western Australia. There, the more than 30 employees were on lockdown for about two
months in the spring, which meant a break. This had no relevance for JC Sandalwood, as our
harvests will not take place until 2028. This had little impact on Quintis' delivery commitments,
as most of the raw materials from the 2019 harvest had already been processed by that time.

Administration temporarily in home office
Quintis' headquarters and our own administration at Gooding Partners in Perth were also
affected by the harsh lockdown in the spring. The 40 or so Quintis employees worked from the
home office, which led to slight delays in communication and getting things done, as we
experienced for ourselves on a day-to-day basis.

Product distribution with pauses
Back in January, a major shipment to China was halted, but made up for at the end of April.
Since then, sales figures to Asia, especially China and Japan, have been higher than ever and
have ensured a sell-out at Quintis. In return, the expansion of international product sales with
their new representatives in the USA and Paris has been limping along since March. However,
this does not change the long-term plans to create new, additional customers and sales
markets for sandalwood products.

Impact of the pandemic
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Jäderberg & Cie. in home office, with delays and many inquiries
At times, more than half of the team at Jäderberg & Cie. also works from home, as the school
situation in particular presents a challenge. We therefore had to reorganize internal processes and
responsibilities.

In particular, the outsourcing of accounting to external specialist partners, which had become
necessary due to our growth, experienced a joint delay as a result. We have since picked up the
pace again here.

Back in March, we switched our communications with investors, sales and business partners to
virtual solutions. The number of presentations, conferences and discussions in general has
multiplied compared with the past.

In the short term, the volume of new investments at JC Sandalwood has developed negatively, at
times even 80% less than in previous years. Several reasons are given for this. Particularly
understandable is the fact that most investors, whether private or professional, are postponing an
engagement as long as the financial impact of the pandemic is still uncertain, due to the long
horizon until JC Sandalwood's harvest revenues. As a result, we are currently unable to meet
investor requests for early payouts.

On the other hand, we have never had so many international inquiries, close to 1,000 since the
pandemic (in previous years, a few dozen). In particular, our international commitment to the
"impact investment" investment philosophy has fueled exceptionally promising interest in JC
Sandalwood.

Unsurprisingly, the growth of our trees has been unimpressed by the pandemic. The Australian
audited valuation of our holdings are up 18.6% in constant currency for the year ended June 30,
2020.

Impact of the pandemic
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Management activities in 2020
The wet season ended in 2020 already in March (normally end of April). Although 2020 was
characterized by a short and rather below-average rainy season, all sites generally responded
well due to clear, sunny conditions. That being said, our mixed forests are relatively unaffected
by precipitation thanks to state-of-the-art irrigation systems. During the dry season, work is
started on all plantations managed by Quintis. The Quintis team then takes care of irrigation
and weed control, checks the trees for any infestation of pests or diseases, etc. The dry
conditions are favorable for the forestry team. This is when most of the year's work in the field
is completed before the humidity, high temperatures and rainfall return.

Examples of forestry activities
Monitoring for pests, diseases, and infestations of sandalwood trees is conducted throughout
the year (see Tree Monitoring, page 8). The team of experts focusing on forest protection
passes on their recommendations to the operational management team, which implements
control measures as necessary.

Tree pruning (especially on younger trees) was due at some sites, but not at JC Sandalwood.
Control of host plants using specialized machinery is also routinely required. Likewise, the
Quintis team must attend to replanting the next generation of host trees (see Use of Host
Plants, page 9).

Sandalwood must be adequately supplied with water year-round. The Quintis team therefore
ensures that irrigation systems function smoothly, especially during the dry season (see
Checking irrigation, page 10).

The dry season brings with it a higher risk of fire. Preventive measures have been completed
and are in line with the agreed fire prevention plans (see Fire prevention, page 11).
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Forestry measures

Monitoring tree growth

Forestry specialists regularly inspect the trees for
diseases and infestations such as pests, fungi, etc.

The current examinations and spot checks have
shown that there was no need for action on the
sandalwood trees of JC Sandalwood this year.

Eagle Park, Mai 2020

Eagle Park, May 2020

Elliot, April 2020

Sexton, April 2020

Maneroo, April 2020
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Forestry measures

Irrigation of host plants

Sandalwood is a hemi
parasitic tree that requires
host plants to thrive.

Sandalwood connects its
root system with those of its
respective host, thus
depriving it of water and
nutrients needed for growth.

Depending on the growth phase and soil conditions, different host plants are 
used on the plantations. 

In spring 2020, a new generation of host trees was planted on the Sexton 
plantation (a rosewood species, see photo on the right).

Seine erste Wirtspflanze erhält Sandelholz bereits als Setzling im Topf.

Sexton, May 2020
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Forestry measures

Maintenance of irrigation systems
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Little to no rain is expected from spring to New Year. This creates the need for
additional irrigation of the plantations and thus a need for maintenance of the
irrigation systems.

Drip irrigation in particular is labor-intensive. Hoses need to be checked
regularly for proper functioning; damage (e.g., caused by rodents or wallabies
foraging for water) needs to be found and repaired to ensure proper operation
of the system. This is now made easy through electronic measurement linked
to an app. Careful maintenance of systems also reduces water loss and weed
growth associated with leaks.

Wells, pumps, associated equipment and infrastructure also require a high
level of maintenance and monitoring.

For flood-irrigated sites in parts of Western Australia and Queensland, canal
maintenance is critical to ensure efficient water flow through the fields.

All appropriate measures have been duly implemented at the JC Sandalwood
sites.



Forestry measures

Fire prevention and protection
The alternation of rainy and dry seasons favors the growth not only of
sandalwood, but also of weeds and wild bushes. Since weeds also thrive under
wet and humid conditions, the weed load is highest at the end of the rainy
season. Therefore, weed control is critical at this time of year to ensure that
sandalwood trees receive adequate water and nutrients to reduce the risk of
fire.

This year, the first round of weed control has been completed in May 2020. The
weeds will be destroyed by controlled burning, for example. This measure is
carried out primarily in the evening and at night.

As dangerous as these measures look, they are routinely standard practice in
Australia's agriculture and forestry industries. Indigenous peoples are also said to
have used this method of burning their agricultural land since time immemorial.
As a reminder, the devastating 2019 year-end wildfires affected a very different
(climate) region and were 1,600-3,000km from our sites.

Eagle Park, Mai 2020

Maneroo, Mai 2020
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Drone flight 2020 
Maneroo

To view the video please click 
on the QR code or open the 
link with a QR code scanner.

Area: 280ha
Planting time: Q3.2016

GPS-Coordinates (Google Earth):
14°02’00.56″ S 131°15’42.03 E

Current plantation impressions (July 2020):

Maneroo, Northern Territory, Douglas Daly
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8ZbGkFiiQ4
https://earth.google.com/web/search/14%C2%B002%E2%80%9900.56%E2%80%B3+S+++131%C2%B015%E2%80%9942.03+E/@-14.0334889,131.261675,55.16039833a,1021.34659657d,35y,48.68104126h,44.76798969t,0r/data=CigiJgokCTF9hRg1AzVAESt9hRg1AzXAGSQu-Jq6WznAIZiW9B9aCGDA


Current plantation impressions (July 2020):

Eagle Park, Northern Territory, Katherine

Area: 107,73ha
Planting time: Q3.2012

GPS-Coordinates (Google Earth):
14°33’21.40″ S 131°57’26.88″ E
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Drone flight 2020 
Eagle Park

To view the video please 
click on the QR code or open 

the link with a QR code 
scanner
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https://earth.google.com/web/search/14%c2%b033%e2%80%9921.40%e2%80%b3+S+++131%c2%b057%e2%80%9926.88%e2%80%b3+E/@-14.5559444,131.9574667,122.26921726a,1018.69516947d,35y,0h,45t,0r/data=Cm4aRBI-GefJkL6kHC3AIUpwNJGjfmBAKioxNMKwMzPigJkyMS40MOKAsyBTICAgMTMxwrA1N-KAmTI2Ljg44oCzIEUYAiABIiYKJAk5rDR_Hi80wBFyV-REajM0wBlkZwsVXGliQCFNb62Y42hiQCgC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8ZbGkFiiQ4


Area: 74,80 ha
Planting time: Q2.2013

Current plantation impressions (July 2020):

Elliot, Burdekin-Dalbeg, Queensland

GPS-Coordinates (Google Earth):
20°11’41.63″ S 147°16’56.26″ E
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https://earth.google.com/web/search/20%c2%b011%e2%80%9941.63%e2%80%b3+S++147%c2%b016%e2%80%9956.26%e2%80%b3+E/@-20.1948972,147.2822944,58.46391996a,984.28209977d,35y,0h,45t,0r/data=Cm0aQxI9GfwUbMjkMTTAIQH7Q44IaWJAKikyMMKwMTHigJk0MS42M-KAsyBTICAxNDfCsDE24oCZNTYuMjbigLMgRRgCIAEiJgokCQBtU78c9jPAEZOB3XAl-jPAGUz2TrVnaGJAIU-IW-XtZ2JAKAI


Area: 110,25  ha
Planting time: Q2.2013

Current plantation impressions (July 2020):

Sexton, Burdekin-Millaroo, Queensland

GPS-Coordinates (Google Earth):
19°58’18.61″ S 147°15’09.63″ E
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https://earth.google.com/web/search/19%c2%b058%e2%80%9918.61%e2%80%b3+S++147%c2%b015%e2%80%9909.63%e2%80%b3+E/@-19.9718361,147.252675,23.91957015a,985.8432811d,35y,0h,45t,0r/data=Cm0aQxI9GXuSKkDK-DPAIYmw4ekVaGJAKikxOcKwNTjigJkxOC42MeKAsyBTICAxNDfCsDE14oCZMDkuNjPigLMgRRgCIAEiJgokCaB2nKGc6C3AERvj04Zl8i3AGXKVanono2BAIWgpFBqFomBAKAI


News at Quintis
New CEO & CMO
During the restructuring phase (2017-19) of our management partner, Mr. Julius
Matthys (picture above) with his calmness, empathy and international group
experience was the right man for the consolidation of Quintis and as contact person
for the new shareholders and the employees.

With the completion of this corporate phase, the operational focus is now back on 
marketing and sales in addition to management. 

Since March 2020, Mr. Richard Henfrey (below left) has been the main person 
responsible for Quintis as CEO. The native Briton and studied molecular biology 
(Cambridge) has proven professional success as a sales executive, among other 
things with regard to China. 

Quintis' new website (https://quintis.com.au) also underscores its focus on buyers 
and processors of sandalwood - see also the latest corporate video.

Julius Matthys

Richard Henfrey
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To view the video please click on the QR code or open 
the link with a QR code scanner
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Harvest 2020 at Quintis
Our first JC Sandalwood trees are forecast to be ready for harvest from 2028.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the harvests of older plantations
already underway.

Now in its seventh year, Quintis has completed a harvest (100 hectares) this
year. Since 2013, more than 500 hectares have been harvested so far.
Quintis collects and analyzes data from each harvest, as this information
allows us to continually increase our knowledge and understanding of
sandalwood and to continually improve forestry practices. Heartwood is
found in the primary stem, larger branches, and central root system of the
sandalwood tree. Since some of the heartwood is underground in trees 14 to
16 years old, the central root system is removed during harvesting.
Harvesting is done with special machines that first cut the trees and then
remove the central root system with minimal loss of heartwood.

Thanks to Quintis' experience, specialized harvesting team and customized
equipment, 100 trees can be harvested per hour. This equates to
approximately 20 to 30 tons of tree biomass in one day. There are 250 to
350 sandalwood trees per hectare.
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To view the video please click on the QR code or open 
the link with a QR code scanner
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Sandalwood products made in Australia
Quintis owns and operates an oil distillery in Albany, Western Australia,
which can process about 2,000 tons of wood per year into oil by steam
distillation. At the same plant, Quintis produces various products based
on sandalwood oil and other sandalwood formats (cosmetics, skin care
products, fragrances, incense, candles, etc.).
At the beginning of the pandemic, the demand for sandalwood-based
hand hygiene products increased so much that production even
experienced supply shortages of various other raw materials (such as
ethanol). Therefore, Quintis partnered with a local gin and whiskey
distillery (Great Southern Distilling), which was able to supply Quintis
with ethanol on short notice. This helped secure the production of
hand sanitizers.
A fine example of success for two local businesses working together to
provide a good product for their customers. In total, approximately
1,500 units of hand sanitizer were produced and sold each week.

Establishment and expansion of sales markets
The goal is to sell the sandalwood raw materials from our JC Sandalwood harvests - starting in 2028 - in the best possible way. The marketing of our sandalwood is
being prepared together with Quintis. To this end, existing market relationships are being strengthened and new markets are being established. This works
particularly well when the sales teams are active locally in the respective market segments. This means that the high latent demand can be identified, evaluated
and served quickly and flexibly. It is becoming apparent that customers are increasingly demanding tailored products. This is a sign that the strategic decision to
extend the internal value chain by refining the sandalwood into oil, heartwood pieces, chips and powder was the right one. The growing global consumer demand
for wellness products and the desire to bring about sustainability is also having a strengthening effect on our joint market position. Quintis is uniquely positioned
to ensure a sustainable, long-term supply of legally available, sustainably produced and transparently traceable premium sandalwood products.

Natural Cosmetics
The development of our natural cosmetic line "JC Sandalwood UNIQUE" is
entering the final spurt. At this point, we would like to thank all those who have
given us lively feedback on the smell, feel, packaging, etc.. The freshness and
quality of the cosmetic products, but also the sustainability of the packaging is
an important concern for us. Here we have found a solution that is almost 100%
biodegradable. Nähere Informationen: www.unique.jcsandalwood.de.

Pharma

In the development of prescription drugs, promising clinical trials were started
by Quintis' US subsidiary from 2015. As part of the strategic realignment, this
will be driven directly from Australia in the future.
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China and Japan

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)
TCM is an important and fast growing market for sandalwood. Priority is
given to the demand for sandalwood products from this segment. Current
supply contracts foresee e.g. a purchase of 100t heartwood over the next
18 months. In addition, sandalwood oil for a remedy against angina is in
demand from a customer in China.

Quintis Pintan Trading (Xiamen) Co.
In Xiamen, China, a Quintis team is working on the ground to sell
sandalwood directly to Chinese companies that specialize in making
carvings and wood crafts. The video to the right gives a glimpse into the
traditional crafts and shows how the beautiful sandalwood beads are
made. By the way, we use these beads for our sandalwood gifts as part of
JC Sandalwood KIDS, among other things.

Timber and oil sales to Asia
Quintis has long been active in sales worldwide to develop and expand markets for sandalwood. Geographical focal points so far: China, Japan, India, the USA and
France. China and Japan have proved to be particularly strong in demand during the pandemic.
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To view the video, please click on the QR code or open the 
link with a QR code scanner.
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JC Sandalwood in Figures
30 June 2020  

1.400
co-investors

€ 33 Mio.
equity by

co-investors

18
investment-vehicles

€ 1 Mrd.
expected gross harvest revenue

(2028-2033)

320.000
number of our

sandalwood trees

21kg 
CO2 sequestration p.a. of a 

fully grown sandalwood tree

19

91%
average survival rate

of our sandalwood trees



JC Sandalwood investment opportunities
December 2020  

> EUR 10,000

> EUR 25,000 

> EUR 500,000

< EUR 10,000 JC 11 – savings plan

JC 10 – single investment 

single investment 
private placements 

individual structures
private placements

JC 18 – crowd funding< EUR 5,000

Ticket size JC Sandalwood solution  
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To open the investment overview, please click on the QR code or open the 
link with a QR code scanner.

https://jcsandalwood.de/info/


Make sustainability happen
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In 2015, all 193 member states of the United Nations agreed on the Sustainable Development Goals. With these goals, the international community aims to drive
forward solutions to tackle the world's greatest challenges by 2030. With JC Sandalwood, together with our co-investors, we promote the achievement of the
following sustainability goals:



Gifts to children

With JC Sandalwood KIDS, we have created a solution for investors to
also allow minors access to JC Sandalwood through a gift - and without
the complicated involvement of a supplementary guardian or
guardianship court, as otherwise required by law when making gifts of
investments.

JC Sandalwood KIDS is a gift idea for any occasion. We prepare for the
giver a high quality gift box with a sandalwood gift (e.g. a bracelet or
keychain with a genuine sandalwood bead or a sandalwood coloring
book).

JC Sandalwood KIDS can be implemented with any (also with already
existing) JC Sandalwood investments.
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Company pension plan

JC Impact Pension Solutions is a modern concept that combines
sustainability and flexibility in company pension plans.

This solution ensures that the pension beneficiary receives a
contemporary pension without the sponsoring companies having to
assume incalculable risks that could possibly overburden them in the
future.

JC Impact Pension Solutions meets the following requirements:

• no incalculable risks for the employer (limited liability company)
• the balance sheet is not burdened
• the pension system can be designed individually and flexibly
• easy to administer
• tax optimized and
• protected against insolvency
• no obstacle to the sale of a GmbH

“From your gross salary 
into an invest in a 

high-yield tangible asset 
and at the same time 
create sustainability.” 
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Jäderberg & Cie. GmbH

Van-der-Smissen-Straße 2
D-22767 Hamburg

T + 49 (0)40 329 69 69 0
F + 49 (0)40 329 69 69 69

sandalwood@jaederberg.de

www.jaederberg.de
www.jcsandalwood.de

www.impact-investing.expert

Source: Quintis/Frances Andrijich; Jäderberg & Cie.; Shutterstock; Adobe Stock 
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